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Hone Harawira- select committee, support from the Chair and members

Select committee roll out with our recommendation to go national

42 recommendations!

One of those was the goal, a Smokefree Aotearoa by 2025-this would not have happened without this inquiry, without the people who submitted

Process and Outcome
**MONITORING:** There is only one body that can benchmark the Government’s commitment to 2025 and that is the body that started and inspired that commitment in the first place.

All that work we had to do to support the inquiry in the first instance we need to do again now to support the benchmarking.

When you’re discussing with your local MP’s what the keys are for tobacco in this election year tell the story remind your MP that it’s all because of the MASC. They need to support the MASC to benchmark their commitment.

---

**Key Messages**